In this paper, we address the scheduling problem in wireless ad hoc networks by exploiting the computational advantage that comes when such scheduling problems can be represented by clawfree conflict graphs where we consider a wireless broadcast medium. It is possible to formulate a scheduling problem of network coded flows as finding maximum weighted independent set (MWIS) in the conflict graph of the network. Finding MWIS of a general graph is NP-hard leading to an NPhard complexity of scheduling. In a claw-free conflict graph, MWIS can be found in polynomial time leading to a throughput-optimal scheduling. We show that the conflict graph of certain wireless ad hoc networks are claw-free. In order to obtain claw-free conflict graphs in general networks, we suggest introducing additional conflicts (edges) while keeping the decrease in MWIS size minimal. To this end, we introduce an iterative optimization problem to decide where to introduce edges and investigate its efficient implementation. Besides, we exemplify some physical modifications to manipulate the conflict graph of a network and also propose a mixed scheduling strategy for specific networks. We conclude that claw breaking method by adding extra edges can perform nearly optimal under the necessary assumptions.
I. INTRODUCTION
We study the scheduling problem in wireless ad hoc networks. In a wireless broadcast medium, networks are usually interference limited and hence, interfering transmissions cannot be done simultaneously. On the other hand, it is necessary to maximize the number of simultaneous transmissions in order to obtain a high throughput in the network. This trade-off enforces us to do scheduling which aims to maximize the number of non-interfering simultaneous transmissions in considered time slot.
Arikan [1] proves that scheduling problem is NP-complete for packet radio networks which is the earliest version of wireless networks. Ephremides and Truong [2] study the problem of scheduling broadcast transmissions in a multihop interference limited wireless network while aiming to optimize throughput. They show that the problem is NP-complete. Sharma et al. [3] also consider the problem of throughput optimal scheduling in wireless networks subject to interference constraints where they assume no two links within K hops can successfully transmit in the same time slot. They conclude that the problem can be solved in polynomial time for K=1 whereas it is NP-hard for K>1. Hajek and Sasaki [4] give polynomial time algorithms for link scheduling in a spread spectrum wireless network where each node is allowed to converse with only one other node at a time. Our modeling of possible transmissions in interference limited network setup and approach using conflict graphs are same with Traskov et al.'s [5] work.
Therefore, in our case, scheduling has an NP-hard complexity as in [5] for general conflict graphs. 4 claw-free conflict graphs, we are able to set up such networks under very specific assumptions.
Typical wireless networks usually do not have claw-free conflict graphs, thus we propose to add conflict edges to their conflict graphs or to do minor and necessary modifications in networks to reach claw-freeness in their conflict graphs. Note that, introducing only a few edges can break all claws and hence give a nearly optimal performance in many cases and this is confirmed with our simulations. Another advantage of this method is that we are able to automatically decide between which nodes the edges must be introduced. Thus, we are able to incorporate an optimization problem which breaks all the claws by adding edges between nodes so that the decrease in the optimal scheduling throughput, i.e. the weighted size of the MWIS, is minimal.
Second possible method, physical modifications in network, requires network flexibility. Also, there must be an autonomous system to immediately propose the modifications that should be done. Lastly, we propose a heuristic mixed scheduling algorithm for the networks in which all claws in the conflict graph come from a specific part of the network. Using this approach, we are able to do throughput optimal scheduling for the claw-free part of the network whereas we use approximate scheduling for the rest and combine the solutions in the end. This paper is an extension of [18] .
In short, our contributions are the following:
• Introducing some families of networks which can be scheduled in polynomial time;
• Adding new edges to conflict graph with minimal decrease in MWIS' total weight and without any intervention to network setup in order to make network suitable for polynomial time scheduling;
• Suggesting physical modifications in the network setup to make network suitable for polynomial time scheduling;
• Introducing a novel heuristic mixed scheduling algorithm based on the location distribution of claws in physical network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we detail on the conflict graph construction and present different scenarios, which are on line, tree and diamond networks for which the conflict graphs are claw-free. In Section III, we explain the methods that can be used in order to make a general network suitable for polynomial time scheduling. In Section IV, we detail on the claw-breaking strategy that we use in the conflict graph. In Section V, we exemplify the possible physical modifications that can be done in the network to get claw-freeness in the conflict graph. In Section VI, we propose a heuristic mixed scheduling algorithm to exploit the advantage of a partition of a network when claws, in network's conflict graph, come from a specific part of network. We present the simulation results and evaluate the near-optimality of the claw breaking strategy in Section VII. We conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. CONSTRUCTIONS FOR POLYNOMIAL TIME SCHEDULING
Definition 1 -Claw-free graph: A graph G = (V, E) is claw-free if none of its vertices V has three pairwise nonadjacent neighbours [19] .
Definition 2 -Independent Set: Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), a subset of vertices S ⊆ V is an independent set if {i, j} / ∈ E is satisfied for all i and j in S.
Throughout the scenarios, we use the Protocol model [7] and K-hop interference model [3] with small variations to represent networks instead of the Physical model [7] , which takes SIN R levels into account.
A. Scenario I -Line Networks
We have a wireless ad hoc network with n transceivers with the following assumptions:
• A transceiver can receive from at most one transceiver in a time slot.
• Omnidirectional antennas are deployed.
• Time division duplex transceivers are used.
We model interference between transmissions with the Protocol model. Assume transceiver i a is transmitting to transceiver i b while transceiver i c is transmitting to another one. Then, the transmission between i a and i b will be successful if and only if following inequalities are satisfied:
where P ia is the position of transceiver i a . Inequality (1) means that transceivers have a maximum range of transmission r T . Inequality (2) means that in a communication pair, among all transmitting nodes, the receiver of this pair must be closest to its transmitter with a guard zone ∆. Without loss of generality ∆ > 0 and can be chosen arbitrarily small for simplicity.
Conflict graph, as the name suggests, is the graph of transmissions which conflicts with each other. We need to represent the potential conflicts among the transmissions since they are directly related with scheduling. In a conflict graph, transmissions are represented by vertices and conflicts are represented by edges. A conflict exists under certain conditions which depend on the assumptions on network. After identifying all of the potential conflicts among the transmissions, it is possible to check if the conflict graph is claw free.
We use a similar approach for the construction of conflict graph G = (V, E) in a wireless network with Traskov et al. [5] , where V is the set of possible transmissions and E is the set of conflicts. Vertices and edges of the conflict graph are found as follows. Let us assume T is the set of transceivers, {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i n } ∈ T . There is a set N (i x ) for ∀i x ∈ T , whose elements are neighbors of i x . Then, we are able to define the set of possible receivers. There is a set
is the power set of {·} without the empty set. We find the possible transmission by defining i x as the sender and each element of Y x as the receiver set, respectively, and we do this for ∀i x ∈ T . In the end, we can symbolize
if any of the following conditions hold for S 1 = (i 1 , J 1 ) and S 2 = (i 2 , J 2 ), which means they cannot be scheduled for the same time slot:
In the network, the condition |N (i x )| ≤ K must be satisfied for ∀i x ∈ T in order to complete the conflict graph setup in a reasonable time. |N (i x )| is the number of neighbors that transceiver i x has as we defined earlier and K is a small integer that can arbitrarily be specified. For example, a reasonable assumption is that K = 5. Computational complexity of creating vertices to model possible transmissions becomes O(n2 K ) since we have n transceivers in the network and each transceiver can lead to at most 2 K − 1 possible transmissions in the conflict graph.
Then, complexity of adding necessary edges between vertices to model conflicts is O(n 2 2 2K ). In overall, they imply a polynomial time complexity O(n 2 ) if we satisfy
K being a small integer. Think of a scenario where this condition is not satisfied. Let us have a network with n nodes and each node is in the transmission range of all other nodes. In this case, we have to set n(2 n−1 − 1) vertices in the conflict graph to be able to represent all possible transmissions, meaning that we face an exponential complexity. Modeling edges is even more computationally complex, therefore this is not computationally feasible, even when there is small number of transceivers such as n = 20. This is why we have to set a bound for the number of neighbors of transceivers. We could say that |N (i x )| ≤ log n in general, but this would be too restrictive for networks having low number of transceivers.
Example I: A possible arrangement of wireless nodes to have a claw-free conflict graph is shown in Fig. 1 . Source and sink can be thought as the nodes A and E, respectively. Let the maximum possible transmission distance be r T and ∆ be very small. Then, we can model the conflict graph of this network as seen in Fig. 4 . The independent set polytope is the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the five independent sets {(A, B), Fig. 1 : A possible physical arrangement of a wireless network which leads to a claw-free conflict graph for Scenario I. We can generalize the Example I by realizing that the conflict graphs of the line networks are claw-free provided that there is enough distance between nodes to make 3 node away transmission impossible. We should physically satisfy r T < |P i − P i+3 | for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n − 3} where P i is the position of the ith node in the network. This inequality can be easily satisfied by many different positioning scenarios, so, for simplicity, we can use a hypergraph H = (N , A) to represent our model, where N denotes the nodes and A denotes the hyperedges to symbolize valid transmissions between wireless nodes. Hypergraph of a line network, which has claw-free conflict graph, changes depending on the number of nodes to which a node i can transmit, which can be 1 or 2 for every i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n − 2} and 1 for i ∈ {n − 1}. We have 2 n−2 different possible hypergraphs of a line network, with n nodes, all of which lead to claw-free conflict graphs. For instance, hypergraph of the network in Fig. 3 can be seen in Fig. 5 . Here, first node is able to transmit up to next two neighbours whereas the other nodes are only able to transmit to next node. Transmissions (A, B) and (C, D) are not simultaneously possible, because we use the Protocol model to decide interference relations. Receiver B is closer to C, a transmitter of another transmission, than to A and this violates the constraint (2) . Directed antennas, which we do not assume in our scenario, could be used to avoid the interference. Theorem 1: Under the assumptions of Scenario I, the conflict graph of a line network where a transceiver is able to transmit to at most 2 nodes and all transceivers convey information in the direction from source to sink is guaranteed to be claw-free. with (A, B) which will break the claw, so this option is not possible. Also, we cannot place the receiver in the sink side of D since this leads to an interference with (E, F ) which will again break the claw. Therefore, since the receiver must be on the sink side relative to the transmitter, the only remaining option is to place both the transmitter and the receiver between C and D.
However, this option makes C able to transmit to 3 different nodes where we assume each node is able to transmit to at most 2 nodes.
B. Scenario II -Tree Networks
We can also have other network topologies that lead to claw-free conflict graphs. One of them is a tree representation of the network, but since it is harder to get claw-freeness with the same assumptions for the line topology model, we propose new set of assumptions:
• Nodes are arranged as a tree topology.
• We directly work on hypergraph model without any consideration on physical locations of nodes and assume an interference model based on hops instead of the Protocol model.
• Transmissions are in the direction from root node to leaves of tree.
• Directed antennas are used, so interference can only occur in the forward direction along the tree.
• A transmitting node does not lead to any interference to the receivers which are 3-hops or more away from it.
• Only one node in every level can have children.
In the construction of conflict graph, let v 1 , v 2 ∈ V be in the conflict graph.{v 1 , v 2 } ∈ E if any of the below conditions hold:
Theorem 2: Under the assumptions given in Scenario II, conflict graph of a wireless network is guaranteed to be claw-free.
Proof: Let us assume that the root node belongs to level 1 and a node, which has a distance k to root in terms of hyperedge number, belongs to level k + 1. Now, consider the transmission
interfering transmissions to v 1 which are from level k − 1 to k where N k is the number of children of i k 's parent. Since only one of these transmissions can be scheduled in one time slot, they induce a complete subgraph in the conflict graph. Therefore, we can only choose one transmission, say v 2 , from level k − 1 to k which has interference with v 1 because the cardinality of maximum independent set of the complete graph is 1. Assuming that we have the node i k+1 , which belongs to level k +1 and has children, in the receiver set of the transmission v 1 (otherwise, it is easier to say that we will not have a claw.), we have another complete subgraph which contains the transmissions from the node i k+1 to its children in level k + 2. One of these transmissions can be selected for a possible claw, say v 3 . Since, it is not possible to find another independent transmission v 4 , we have a claw-free conflict graph for the network.
An example of a tree network which has a claw-free conflict graph and its conflict graph can be seen in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. Scenario II can be changed in order to relax the topology by letting every node have children as follows. Transmission and interference schemes are less restricted: We only allow for fullduplex transceivers and assume interference to nodes which are 2-hop away is not possible.
Then, {v 1 , v 2 } ∈ E if any of the below conditions hold:
Within these assumptions, we can also introduce a family of networks called diamond networks which are claw-free except having tree topology. Diamond networks are scalable dense networks which exploit directed antennas. A typical diamond network can be seen at Fig. 7 . In a diamond network, every transceiver can transmit to at most two transceivers and can receive from at most two transceivers. 
III. METHODS TO REACH CLAW-FREENESS
After some trials to see when we get a reasonable number of claws under different set of conditions, we conclude that we should do the following assumptions:
• We use Protocol model, therefore inequalities (1) and (2) are still valid.
• A transceiver can listen to at most one transceiver at the same time.
• Full duplex transceivers are used where we ignore self interference.
• A transmission is possible if x sender < x receiver in the 2-D coordinate system.
• 60 degree directional antennas are deployed.
Under these assumptions, the conditions for building the conflict graph change. Say S 1 , S 2 ∈ V, then {S 1 , S 2 } ∈ E if any of the following conditions hold for S 1 = (i 1 , J 1 ) and S 2 = (i 2 , J 2 ), which means they cannot be scheduled for the same time slot:
To assess the introduction of claws in the conflict graph, we set up a 2-D coordinate system and randomly assign coordinates to n transceivers in an area of n 2 where we set n = 10.
Simulations are done 100 times for each r T value and averaged in the end. Results can be seen in Table I . We observe that we almost always get an unconnected network in cases that we have very low number of claws in average as seen for r T = 7, 8, 9. According to varying transmission range r T , we observe a rapid increase in the number of claws when connected networks start to appear for r T = 10. Note that, intersection ratio of connectedness and clawfreeness increases when r T increases although claw-freeness ratio decreases. On the other hand, average number of claws appearing in a conflict graph increases with r T . Therefore, there is obviously an important connectedness claw-freeness trade-off. We observe that in a scenario where transceivers have a low transmission range r T , we usually get a claw-free conflict graph in the expense of connectedness of given network. In case of a relatively higher transmission range r T , we can easily get a connected network, but also having plenty of claws in the conflict graph. In such a case, it may seem impractical to get rid of high number of claws without having much effect on MWIS. However, even one action like a very small position change or an introduction of a conflict edge to conflict graph can break tens of claws and leads to satisfying results as it can be seen in Section VII.
An example network where we have n = 10 transceivers can be seen in Fig. 8 . In this illustration, we deploy omnidirectional antennas with time division duplex transceivers. In the right part of Fig. 8 , the locations of transceivers are shown in a 2-D coordinate system. An edge between two transceivers i a and i b means that |P ia − P i b | ≤ r T where P ia denotes the position of transceiver i a in the coordinate system. As seen, we do not have a path between every pair of transceivers, so we have an unconnected network in this example. A claw has 4 different vertices which can be represented with (i t , J t ). In the left figure, claw density of the network can be seen where we assign equal weights to transmitters and receivers in the transmission vertices creating the claw. To be more clear, we assign same weights to transmitters i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 and to receivers which are included in sets J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , J 4 where (i t , J t ) defines a transmission which belongs to the claw for t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Our goal is to achieve claw-freeness in conflict graph by doing necessary modifications under the assumptions of Section III. To this end, using transceivers' coordinates and transmission range of devices, we model the conflict graph of a given network. After modeling the conflict graph, we test the claw-freeness and if the conflict graph is not claw-free, we find all the claws in the conflict graph and spot the locations of transceivers that play role in the resulting claws.
Then, we aim to make a given ad hoc network suitable for polynomial time scheduling. To this end, network's conflict graph must satisfy claw-freeness property. What can we do to achieve our goal? We have two different approaches:
• Directly breaking claws on conflict graph.
• Making physical modifications in network.
IV. METHOD I -BREAKING CLAWS ON CONFLICT GRAPH
Given a wireless network, we know how to model its conflict graph using possible transmissions and interference between them. Let us assume that the resultant conflict graph contains claws. Also, if there are strict constraints on the physical alignment of the network originating from the nature of the application and we are not allowed to make modifications, then we must find another solution to pave the way for claw-freeness in the conflict graph. Here, we
propose an approach that modifies the conflict graph, G = (V, E), without making any changes in the network configuration. What we do is to add necessary edges to conflict graph to make it claw-free. In other words, we pretend that some pair of transmissions, say S x = (i x , J x ) and S y = (i y , J y ), cannot be scheduled for the same time slot even if they do not interfere. So, we modify the conflict graph such that {S x , S y } ∈ E where S x , S y ∈ V.
Example of introducing edge: According to the conflict graph at Fig. 9 , 3 claws can be broken by introducing only one edge between transmission nodes (10, 3) and (6, 2) although they normally can be done simultaneously without interference. However, note that adding an edge between two nodes might introduce new claws. These claws can be broken iteratively until the conflict graph is claw-free. In this case, breaking initial claws does not introduce new claws and conflict graph becomes claw-free. In other words, transmissions (10, 3) and (6, 2) cannot be scheduled for the same time slot if we want to achieve polynomial time scheduling.
Beyond such simple examples, we shall investigate how to automate the process of deciding where to introduce new edges so that the decrease in the weighted size of MWIS is minimal.
Given a conflict graph G = (V, E), we denote the set of all missing edges asẼ. We borrow the intuition behind steepest descent optimization and construct the following greedy algorithm.
Starting with G, at each iteration, we identify the edge e ∈Ẽ such that the action E ← E ∪ {e} causes a decrease in the quantity of G's claws as much as possible per decrease in the G's MWIS weighted size. If there exists more than one such edges e we sample amongst them uniformly and conclude with E ← E ∪ {e},Ẽ ←Ẽ\{e}. We continue until all the claws in G is eliminated.
A. Substitute for MWIS weighted size
The proposed algorithm requires to calculate how the addition of an edge decreases the MWIS weighted size. However, to our knowledge, the only way is to identify the MWIS both before and after the addition of the said edge. Since the motivation of the algorithm was to avoid the actual calculation of the MWIS in non-claw-free graphs, we need to utilize a meaningful substitute.
Our aim is to eliminate the number of claws with as few edge introductions as possible.
Hence, we assume that the structure of our graph changes minimally implying the histogram of maximal independent set weighted sizes maintains its initial form. Through this thinking process, we propose to substitute expected maximal independent set weighted size, which we denote as S I , for the actual MWIS weighted size. First, we identify a given ordering of the vertex set V as U = {u 1 , ..., u N } where N = |V |.
Then, Algorithm 1 outputs a maximal set S U heavily dependant on the ordering provided by U .
Finally, we calculate
Here, the expectation is uniformly over all possible U 's for a given vertex set V and the set size operation | · | w accounts for the vertex weights. This makes S I the expected maximal independent set weighted size.
Another way to write S I is such that,
where w : V → R is the weight mapping for the vertices and 1 v∈S U is the indicator function for the random event of vertex v being included in S U , i.e. 1 v∈S U = 1 if v ∈ S U and 1 v∈S U = 0 otherwise. The randomness originates from choosing a random permutation U of the set V to generate S U .
The expectation of an indicator function is the probability of occurrence for the corresponding event. Thus,
Continuing from Eq. 3 and 4,
To solve for P(v ∈ S U ), we define the neighbourhood of v as N v such that each u ∈ N v shares an edge with v (no loops, i.e. v does not share an edge with itself). We also define the
Let us consider the indexing function i u : V → {1, ..., |V |} for an ordered vertex set U .
Given the set U , the vertex v is sure to be chosen for S U if
For the other placements of v in U , the effect on S I is not trivial to decompose in terms of the vertex weights and degrees. Consequently, we neglect such additional components contributing to S I .
Since we have considered all possible U 's as equally probable, the probability of
. Consequently, using Eq. 5,
In Eq. 6, the lower-bound on RHS is actually a vertex weighted version of the Caro-Wei bound which is, to our knowledge, the unique quantity amongst both lower and upper bounds for the maximum independent set size easily decomposable into individual contributions from the vertices. Consequently, we conclude this part by setting the following expected maximum independent set weighted size contributions S v ,
B. Claw-Freeing Algorithm
Returning to our claw-freeing algorithm, for an edge e ∈Ẽ, we identify its endpoints v and v , i.e. e = (v, v ). Let us denote the expected maximal independent set weighted size contributions after the operation E ← E ∪ {e},Ẽ ←Ẽ\{e} as S + v for each v ∈ V . Let us denote the total change from v∈V S v to v∈V S + v as M e , such that,
Let us denote the claw counting function as C(·) where for a graph G, C(G) is the number of distinct claws present in the said graph.
As a reminder, given 4 vertices from the vertex set V of the graph G, we claim they induce a claw only if their induced sub-graph is a K 1,3 complete bipartite graph. Now, we define the quantity ∆ e as the decrease in the quantity of claws after the addition of {e} into the graph G = (V, E), i.e.,
Consequently, since we would like to add the missing edge e ∈Ẽ maximizing the decrease in claw per reduction in the expected maximal independent set weighted size, we choose e such that,
Assuming strictly positive vertex weights, for the special case when there is no e ∈Ẽ such that ∆ e > 0, then it means whichever edge we choose to add, our claw count will increase. In that case, we choose edge e which eliminates the highest number of claws currently on graph G = (V, E) even though it introduces more claws than it erases. This strategy is analogous to local optima escape tactics employed in the iterative optimization problems.
C. Computational Cost Analysis of the Algorithm
Throughout the claw-freeing algorithm, the quantities we need to keep track of are d v , S v , M e and ∆ e for each missing edge e ∈Ẽ.
We calculate Calculation of the quantities ∆ e for each missing edge e ∈Ẽ requires identifying each unique claw in the graph. Hence, the computational cost is O(#Claws). As we have observed, the claw, i.e. K 1,3 , is a three-pronged structure where we have a ternary tree of 4 nodes with 1 parent (root) and 3 children. For every node v, the identification of a
Consequently, the overall time is
Furthermore, the calculation of ∆ e also requires identifying unique instances of another structure we shall call a "pre-claw". It occurs when out of 4 vertices, 3 form the two-pronged version of a claw, K 1,2 , while the other is disconnected from the first three. Computational cost of finding the pre-claws is O( v∈V d v 2 |V |). The difference of changing one d v multiplier with N compared to distinct claw identification results from the fact that after identifying a K 1,2 , we also need to find a fourth vertex disconnected from the first three.
In terms of the total number of nodes N , the overall computational time -claw and pre-claw identifications combined-is at worst O(N 4 ). In the worst-case, we may add O(N 2 ) edges to eliminate the claws resulting in the overall computational time of O(N 6 ) for obtaining a claw-free graph.
The computational cost attributed to d v , S v and M e together is O(N 3 ). However, the cost attributed to ∆ e is O(N 6 ). Since the initial calculation cost of ∆ e was also larger than the cost of d v , S v and M e with O(N 4 ), we conclude that overall computational cost of the algorithm is dominated by the cost of computing ∆ e and currently is O(N 6 ).
Although polynomial, this computational time is higher than the cost of state-of-the-art algorithms for finding MWIS in claw-free graphs. The pseudo-code for this part of the initial calculations can be found in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Claw-Freeing Algorithm -Initialization
2 Initialize ∆ e = 0 for every e ∈Ẽ.
3 Initialize the number of claws C = 0.
4 Initialize claw elimination counts ∆ * e = 0.
5 NOTE: (u, v) and (v, u) are the same undirected edge.
Identify neighbor set N v .
8
Calculate vertex degree
if ∀e ∈ E c , e / ∈ E (i.e., a claw) then 13 foreach e ∈ E c do 14 ∆ e ← ∆ e + 1.
15
∆ * e ← ∆ * e + 1.
16
C ← C + 1.
Our claw-freeing algorithm introduces a substantial bottleneck if ∆ e is calculated from scratch after each edge introduction. Therefore, we propose the following approach to efficiently calculate We will now detail how this can be achieved.
At each iteration of the edge introduction algorithm, we need to identify unique instances conforming to one of the following five types. Consider the newly introduced edge as e = (v 1 , v 2 ).
After the identification of these instances, we follow with the provided updating of ∆ e .
1) Type 1 -Claw Before:
Before the introduction of edge e, we had a claw such that v 1 and v 2 were two of the three children. This means, we had a root u 1 which was a neighbour of both v 1 and v 2 . Furthermore, we had another child u 2 which was neighbour of u 1 but not v 1 and v 2
After introducing e = (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈Ẽ, the claw is broken. Hence, ∆ e for the missing edges e = (v 1 , u 2 ) and e = (v 2 , u 2 ) are both decremented by 1.
2) Type 2 -Claw After:
Before the edge e, we had a pre-claw K 1,2 such that u 1 and u 2 are the children of K 1,2 while either v 1 or v 2 is the parent. This means u 1 and u 2 are disconnected and only one of the endpoints are neighbours with both while the remaining endpoint is disconnected from the other three.
After the edge e = (v 1 , v 2 ), a new claw is formed. We determine which of the endpoints (v 1 or v 2 ) is the root (parent) and denote the other as v * . Afterwards, ∆ e for e = (u 1 , v * ), e = (u 2 , v * ) and e = (u 1 , u 2 ) are incremented by 1.
3) Type 3 -Pre-Claw Before with Children Endpoints:
Before the edge e, we had a pre-claw K 1,2 where v 1 and v 2 are the children while u 1 is the parent. Note, u 1 ∈ N v 1 and u 1 ∈ N v 2 . We also had u 2 which is disconnected with the other three.
After the edge e, the pre-claw is no more as v 1 , v 2 and u 1 forms a triangle. Therefore, e = (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈Ẽ no longer introduces a new claw. Hence, ∆ e is incremented by 1 to neutralize a previous reduction for the claw introduction for when e were to be introduced.
4) Type 4 -Pre-Claw Before with a Non-Child Endpoint:
Before the edge e, we had a pre-claw K 1,2 where one of the children is v 1 or v 2 and the parent is u 1 . The remaining endpoint, temporarily denoted by v * , is disconnected from all the previous vertices involved in K 1,2 .
After the edge e, the pre-claw is no more as the 4 vertices form a path now. Thus, e = (u 1 , v * ) ∈Ẽ no longer introduces a new claw and ∆ e is incremented by 1 like in Type 3.
5) Type 5 -Pre-Claw After:
Before the edge e, we have a structure consisting of 4 vertices {v 1 , v 2 , u 1 , u 2 } and 1 edge which connects one of the endpoints, temporarily denoted as v * , with one of its neighbours. u 2 is disconnected from the other three, similarly for the remaining endpoint.
After the edge e, we obtain a pre-claw with v * at the root. Thus, ∆ e for e = (v * , u 2 ) is decremented by 1.
To sum up, the iterative calculation of ∆ e decreases the computational cost calculating This concludes the method of introducing additional conflicts for a polynomial-time nearoptimal scheduling.
V. METHOD II -PHYSICAL MODIFICATIONS IN NETWORK
There are another possibilities for getting claw-freeness. The idea is to propose some physical modifications which include position adjustment, transmission range adjustment and antenna orientation adjustment in the network configuration. These possible interventions may lead to changes in the set of possible transmissions and interference between them. By making use of this property, our goal is to achieve claw-freeness. In this type of modification, we make changes on the network which automatically lead to some changes in the conflict graph. 
28
E ← E ∪ {e}.
29
Identify endpoints (v, v ) = e. system, x 1 = x 1 + 0.2 and x 2 = x 2 + 0.2 where x i is the x-coordinate of transceiver i in figure, we reach a configuration seen in Fig. 11 . By shifting the locations of two transceivers, we lose transmissions (6, 1), (10, 1), (6, {1, 4}), (10, 1, 4) , (11, 2) , (15, 2) , (11, {2, 5}), (15, {2, 5}), of conflict graph modifications because they lead to same connection setup in the network.
Nevertheless, it may not be wise to use the Protocol model if transmission range of transceivers can differ.
Making physical modifications in a network is not feasible if there are strict requirements on the locations of nodes or there is no possibility or resources to make such changes. Even if this
was not an issue, we are not able to offer an automatized algorithm to do these modifications.
VI. MIXED SCHEDULING STRATEGY
We are able to detect the locations of transceivers which are included in the transmissions resulting to be a node belonging to a claw in the conflict graph. Such an example of a heat map can be seen in Fig. 8 . Assume that all of the claws are stemmed from the transceivers that are located in a specific part, Partition I, of the network and remaining part, Partition II, consists of the transceivers such that the possible transmissions of these transceivers do not lead to any claws in the conflict graph. For such networks, we propose a mixed scheduling approach. By doing so, we do not intervene neither physical structure of network nor conflict graph, and also do not lose the advantage of claw-freeness coming from the remaining part. Strategy can be seen in Algortihm 4. The algorithm works in a divide and conquer fashion since we divide the main problem into subproblems, solve these subproblems and combine the solutions in the end. This proposed scheme exploits the advantage of claw-freeness of a part of the conflict graph even if the complete conflict graph is not claw-free.
In the last part of the algorithm, since there may be some nodes in the general independent set that are connected in the original conflict graph G = (V, E) of the overall network, we exclude the ones having smaller weight in such pairs.
Algorithm 4: Mixed Scheduling Algorithm
Input : T 1 -> Transceiver set in Partition I.
T 2 -> Transceiver set in Partition II.
A 1 -> An approximation algorithm for finding MWIS in general graphs.
A 2 -> A precise algorithm for finding MWIS in claw-free graphs.
1 Construct the conflict graph G = (V, E) of the given network where possible transmissions are denoted as
2 Divide the conflict graph G = (V, E) into two disjoint conflict graphs
that:
Delete the elements of I such that: 
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of the claw breaking strategy, we conduct simulations over randomly located n transceivers in a 2-D coordinate system with an area of 20x20. Simulation results give us the weights of MWIS. Since, weight of the resulting independent set and network throughput are proportional, we consider MWIS weight as maximum network throughput in figures. We compare the performance of claw breaking with the optimal performance and with the maximal set scheduling method. To measure the optimal performance, namely MWIS, is NP-hard, but exploiting the fact that MWIS cannot include two different transmission nodes such that i 1 = i 2 , we are able to find the MWIS of the original conflict graph, which contains claws, in a reasonable time for the networks having not so many transceivers. Our goal is to see how suboptimal our strategy is. Weights of the possible transmission nodes are given according to the cardinality of their receiver set J. Our assumptions on network can be seen in Section III.
We can see the change of MWIS with respect to the number of transceivers in the network in Fig. 12 . For n < 15, claw breaking performs optimally, actually this is because we do not observe high number of claws for low number of transceivers. As a reminder, we have 0.19 claws in average for n = 10 as seen in TABLE I. But, even for n = 20, where we have a denser network and observe higher number of claws, our strategy performs nearly optimal, 93% of optimal performance. Then, we fix the number of transceivers to n = 10, and we make random choices between r T = 10, 11, 12, 13 in every iteration to get enough samples of conflict graphs having claws between 1 and 200. Performance evaluation with respect to number of claws in the conflict graph (a) n = 10 and rT = random(10, 11, 12, 13) (b) n = 15 and rT = random(8, 9, 10, 11) (c) n = 10 and rT = random(10, 11, 12, 13) (d) n = 15 and rT = random(8, 9, 10, 11) can be seen in Fig. 13a . Even though increasing number of claws decreases the performance of our strategy, this decrease is very small and our strategy performs nearly optimal. Average number of edges introduced to reach claw-freeness can be seen in Fig. 13c . Connected networks tend to have higher number of claws. Nevertheless, since we are able to break hundreds of claws by just introducing a few edges in the conflict graph, our strategy also performs well for connected networks.
As a next step, we increase the number of transceivers and fix it to n = 15, and make random choice between r T = 8, 9, 10, 11 in every iteration. This time, we evaluate the cases having claws until 400. Above this value, we do not get enough samples since networks in this setup do not tend to have more than 400 claws in their conflict graphs. Performance of our strategy can be seen in Fig. 13b . We observe that the margin between claw breaking and optimal performance is higher than the case in Fig. 13a , but we do not even lose one transmission in average, so claw breaking strategy performs nearly optimal for n = 15, 88% for the worst sample point (conflict graphs having claws between 245-255). On the other hand, connectedness ratio is significantly lower in this case. This is an expected result since we have higher number of transceivers and therefore we decrease r T not to have unnecessarily high number of possible transmissions in the system. Decrease of connectedness ratio is due to randomness of transceiver locations and can be compensated by a different placing method, for instance: random placement on a grid.
Number of edges introduced in order to get rid of claws can be seen in Fig. 13d . We observe from Fig. 13c and Fig. 13d that introduced number of edges for claw-freeness behaves as a concave function. This observation is a very motivating factor of this strategy to be used in networks having very high number of claws, say thousands, and being nearly optimal.
Lastly, we have a set of simulations for higher transceiver numbers as seen from Fig. 14a and   14b . In these simulations, we evaluate and compare the performances with respect to average number of neighbors that a transceiver has. For both cases, until 2 neighbors, our strategy performs optimal and 25-50% better than the maximal set scheduling. We can observe that the performance of claw breaking strategy starts to decrease after average 2.5 neighbors but still performs 88% of the optimal result when we reach 4 neighbors in average. Note that, claw breaking performs 33% better than the maximal set scheduling even in worst case as seen in 
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the scheduling problem in wireless ad hoc networks. We set up some networks which have claw-free conflict graphs under various assumptions. These networks can be throughput optimally scheduled in polynomial time. A major drawback is that most of the real life networks do not have claw-free conflict graphs therefore throughput optimal scheduling is limited to a small number of networks.
To address for the scheduling of more general networks, we offer two different approaches.
First, we can break the claws on the conflict graph by introducing edges without any intervention to network setup. This is a suboptimal approach but after proper optimization on the selection of new edges the decrease in throughput can be kept minimal. Second approach is to make physical modifications in considered network to change connections and/or interference relationships to get a claw-free conflict graph. Such physical modifications include position adjustment, transmission range adjustment and antenna orientation adjustment of transceivers. Disadvantage of physical modifications is that we are not able to give an automatized method to implement them with minimum intervention to network setup. Therefore, we need a human expert to offer such modifications to reach claw-freeness in this second approach.
We propose a different approach to scheduling where claw-free zones and zones introducing claws are scheduled differently. Zones with claws are scheduled with an approximate scheduling algorithm whereas the rest of the network is scheduled using a throughput optimal polynomial time algorithm. Then, resulting independent sets are carefully merged. Mixed scheduling algorithm makes polynomial time scheduling possible for the parts of the network which induce claw-free conflict graphs. It is superior to approximate scheduling algorithms in that regard. For this method to be applicable, claws in the conflict graph should come from a specific part of the network.
From the simulations, we observe that claw breaking strategy works nearly optimal for various number of transceivers, up to a limited number of connections. The only limitation is the need for directed antennas. Because, with omnidirectional antennas, the number of claws in the conflict graph becomes very high and shows a very rapid increase with the transmission range of transceivers, corresponding to the number of receivers they connect. Also, deployment of omnidirectional antennas almost always increases the number of neighbors a transceiver has, therefore increasing the tendency of a network to break the rule |N (i x )| ≤ K. Thus, deployment of directed antennas is crucial for both construction of the conflict graph and for the better performance of claw breaking strategy.
